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Abstract:  Data is growing exponentially in all the disciplines including in the medical domain. Daily patients are coming and 

medical industry stores the data corresponding to those patient’s and uses the data to make clinical decision, prevent medication 

error, and improve patients’ outcomes. The medical environment is information rich but weaker in terms of knowledge. In order 

to extract the hidden relationships and trends, need powerful tools. This paper proposes three models in order to find frequent and 

infrequent patterns from complex medical databases. In each model new measures are developed and implemented on Medical 

Pulmonary Embolism Database and Medical Rheumatoid Arthritis Database. The proposed models have less computational time 

compared to the traditional pattern mining models on medical database. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

In all the fields data is growing tremendously, for that medical field is not exceptional. Health 

industry stores a large amount of patient’s data and uses the data to make clinical decision, prevent 

medication error, and improve patients’ outcomes [3]. The medical environment is information rich but 

weaker in terms of knowledge and powerful tools to identify hidden relationship & trends in medical data. 

There is an instant need of new generation of computational theories and tools to assists human in 

extracting useful knowledge from rapidly growing volumes of digital data. For this, implementation of 

data mining tools makes the extraction process efficient. Owing to the great advantages various 

organizations in various fields using data mining technology. 

Data mining plays a vital role in the medical field by predicting various associative patterns. It is the 

process of selecting, exploring large amounts of data to find hidden, previously unknown patterns [1]. 

Data mining is used to analyze different types of data by using available data mining tools. There are 

different data mining techniques, such as classification, regression, clustering and association rules that 

are applied on data sets for predicting useful information from large amounts of data [2]. 

Data mining techniques have a wide scope of applicability in the field of disease diagnosis and 

prognosis and hidden biomedical and health care patterns. With the help of this further intelligent systems 

and decision support systems can build for better earlier diagnosis prediction of different diseases [4]. A 

number of benefits are provided by the data mining. Some of them are as follows: it plays a very 

important role in the detection of fraud and abuse, provides better medical treatments at reasonable price, 

detection of diseases at early stages, intelligent healthcare decision support systems etc. Some of the 

services provided by the data mining techniques in healthcare are: number of days of stay in a hospital, 

ranking of hospitals, better effective treatments, fraud insurance claims by patients as well as by 

providers, readmission of patients, identifies better treatments methods for a particular group of patients, 

construction of effective drug recommendation systems, etc [5]. Due to all these reasons researchers are 

greatly influenced by the capabilities of data mining. In the healthcare field researchers widely used the 

data mining techniques [6]. Medical data mining has great potential for exploring the hidden patterns in 
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the data sets of the medical domain. These patterns can be utilized for clinical diagnosis. However, the 

available raw medical data are widely distributed, heterogeneous in nature, and voluminous. These data 

need to be collected in an organized form. This collected data can be then integrated to form a hospital 

information system [11]. 
 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Parvez Ahmad, Saqib Qama, Syed Qasim Afser Rizvi, in Techniques of Data Mining In Healthcare: 

A Review” reviews various Data Mining techniques such as classification, clustering, association, 

regression in health domain. It also highlights applications, challenges and future work of Data Mining in 

healthcare [6].  

Johannes K. Chiang Sheng-Yin Huang, in Multidimensional Data Mining for Healthcare Service 

Portfolio Management With regard to healthcare service management, this research aims at providing a 

novel data schema and an algorithm to solve the aforementioned problems. A forest of concept 

taxonomies is used as the data structure for representing healthcare associations patterns that consist of 

concepts picked up from various taxonomies. Then, the mining process is formulated as a combination of 

finding the large item sets, generating, updating and output the association patterns. Crucial mechanisms 

in each step will be clarified. At last, this paper presents experimental results regarding efficiency, 

scalability, information loss, etc. of the proposed approach to prove the advents of the approach [7]. 

Priyanka N, Dr.Pushpa RaviKumar in Usage of Data mining techniques in predicting the Heart 

diseases – Naïve Bayes & Decision tree intends to adopt Naïve Bayes & Decision tree – two data mining 

techniques for the effective prediction of Heart disease. It compares the efficiency & accuracy of the two 

techniques to decide among them the best [8]. 

K.M. Mehedi Hasan Sonet, Md. Mustafizur Rahman, Pritom Mazumder, Abid Reza, Rashedur M 

Rahman in Analyzing Patterns of Numerously Occurring Heart Diseases Using Association Rule Mining 

an association based rule mining technique has been used to identify such hidden patterns of the most 

commonly occurring heart diseases namely Unstable Angina (UA), Myocardial Infarction(MI), Coronary 

Heart Disease(CHD) etc. among Bangladeshi people and unraveling the hidden information by analyzing 

the results. Basically, other researchers in this field used the classification and clustering methods of data 

mining by which they could predict the chance of occurring heart diseases and clustered them to identify 

the dependency of one attribute to another. The trends or patterns for heart diseases may vary depending 

on sex, age, socioeconomic condition, demographic regions and so on. The objective of our work is to 

find out those hidden trends or patterns. Therefore, we have chosen association rule mining technique to 

find those patterns or trends among patients depending on their age, sex, regions and socioeconomic 

condition [9]. 

Stephen E. Brossette, Alan P. Sprague, J. Michael Hardin, Ken B. Waites, Md, Warren T. Jones, 

Stephen A. Moser,Association Rules and Data Mining in Hospital Infection Control and Public Health 

Surveillance. The authors first illustrate the need for automated pattern discovery and data mining in 

hospital infection control and public health surveillance. Next, they define association rules, explain how 

those rules can be used in surveillance, and present a novel process and system— the Data Mining 

Surveillance System (DMSS)—that utilize association rules to identify new and interesting patterns in 

surveillance data. Experimental results were obtained using DMSS to analyze Pseudomonas aeruginosa 

infection control data collected over one year (1996) at University of Alabama at Birmingham Hospital. 

Experiments using one-, three-, and six-month time partitions yielded 34, 57, and 28 statistically 

significant events, respectively. Although not all statistically significant events are clinically significant, a 

subset of events generated in each analysis indicated potentially significant shifts in the occurrence of 

infection or antimicrobial resistance patterns of P. aeruginosa. The new process and system are efficient 

and effective in identifying new, unexpected, and interesting patterns in surveillance data. The clinical 

relevance and utility of this process await the results of prospective studies currently in progress[10]. 

Siri Krishan Wasan ,Vasudha Bhatnagar and Harleen Kaurthe Impact Of Data Mining Techniques 

On Medical Diagnostics We identify a few areas of healthcare where these techniques can be applied to 
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healthcare databases for knowledge discovery. In this paper we briefly examine the impact of data mining 

techniques, including artificial neural networks, on medical diagnostics [11]. 

B.Venkatalakshmi, M.V Shivsankar Heart Disease Diagnosis Using Predictive Data mining this 

project intends to design and develop diagnosis and prediction system for heart diseases based on 

predictive mining. Number of experiments has been conducted to compare the performance of various 

predictive data mining techniques including Decision tree and Naïve Bayes algorithms. In this proposed 

work, a 13 attribute structured clinical database from UCI Machine Learning Repository has been used as 

a source data. Decision tree and Naive Bayes have been applied and their performance on diagnosis has 

been compared. Naïve Bayes outperforms when compared to Decision tree [12]. 

Ionuț Țăranu Data mining in healthcare: decision making and precision The trend of application of 

data mining in healthcare today is increased because the health sector is rich with information and data 

mining has become a necessity. Healthcare organizations generate and collect large volumes of 

information to a daily basis. Use of information technology enables automation of data mining and 

knowledge that help bring some interesting patterns which means eliminating manual tasks and easy data 

extraction directly from electronic records, electronic transfer system that will secure medical records, 

save lives and reduce the cost of medical services as well as enabling early detection of infectious 

diseases on the basis of advanced data collection. Data mining can enable healthcare organizations to 

anticipate trends in the patient's medical condition and behavior proved by analysis of prospects different 

and by making connections between seemingly unrelated information. The raw data from healthcare 

organizations are voluminous and heterogeneous. It needs to be collected and stored in organized form 

and their integration allows the formation unite medical information system. Data mining in health offers 

unlimited possibilities for analyzing different data models less visible or hidden to common analysis 

techniques. These patterns can be used by healthcare practitioners to make forecasts, put diagnoses, and 

set treatments for patients in healthcare organization [13]. 

 

III. PROPOSED METHOD 

 

In recent years, the widespread availability of complex data has led to an awareness of the importance of 

mining complex data. In order to provide new understanding of certain domains such as medical, e-

commerce etc., association mining has become important in the research area of data mining. One 

important data mining task is to discover interesting but implicit hidden patterns that might exist in high 

dimensional data. Discovering relevant patterns from complex data is much more difficult than 

discovering patterns in traditional data. 

 

3.1.Frequent and Infrequent Item Set Mining 

 

Let I= {i1, i2, . . ., im} be a set of data items. A transactional database T= {t1,t2, . . ., tn} is a set of 

transactions, where each transaction tq (q ∈ [1, n]) is a set of items in I and is characterized by a 

transaction ID (tid). An item set I is a set of data items. More specifically, a k-item set is a set of k items 

in I. The support (or occurrence frequency) of an item set is the number of transactions containing I in T.  

i. An item set I is frequent, if its support is greater than or equal to a predefined maximum support 

threshold ξ. 

ii. An item set I is infrequent, if its support is less than or equal to a predefined maximum support 

threshold ξ. 

 

3.2.Algorithm 

Complex data has multiple attributes with different classes and values. Complex data is partitioned 

based on the instance properties. Proposed multi-class based infrequent mining algorithm is used to find 

interesting patterns and its relationship within instances. 

The multi class based algorithm which finds infrequent high utility associations in complex data. The 

algorithm first finds the class based sub data sets from the given complex data set. Then for each class based 

sub data set it generates transaction based Boolean matrices and class based Boolean matrices. After that it 
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generates the 1 to n-item sets candidate item sets. For each item set in the list it calculates the lift value. If 

the calculated lift value is greater than or equal to minimum threshold then it gets the associated items list 

from D and finds the correlations between the items and the associated Boolean matrices. If the correlation 

between item and the associated item satisfies min threshold then if the correlation between item and the 

associated item satisfies min confidence then adds the item and associated Boolean occurrences to PAR.   

Else if the correlation between item and the associated item satisfies negative items support and confidence 

then add to IAR and inserted into CP Tree. If the correlation between item and the associated item satisfies 

min threshold in case of negative correlation then add to IAR and inserted into CP Tree. Finally it gets 

patterns from the constructed CP Tree. 

 

INPUT: Complex Data D, Minimum threshold ( ρmin ) 
OUTPUT: Infrequent Patterns 

METHOD: 

1. Extract class based sub data sets CSD i.e. SD1, SD2,…………SDn. 

2. For each dataset in CSD  

3. Generate Transaction based Boolean Matrix TBM.  
4. Generate Class based Boolean Matrix CBM1; CBM2…CBMn Here N is Number of classes. 

5. Generate 1-item sets to n-item sets CS. 

6. Scan the data base CS and extract 1-item sets (f1) 

7. For each item in 1-item list, calculate lift and check the condition 

8. if (lfv ≥ ρmin) then  
9. Get the associated item list in D and find the correlation between the item and the associated 

Boolean matrices. 

10. if (the correlation between item and the associated item satisfies min threshold) then  

11. if( the correlation between item and the associated item satisfies min confidence) then  

12. PAR ← PAR ∪{item,ϕ1….ϕk} 

13. else if (the correlation between item and the associated item satisfies negative items support and 

confidence) then  

14. IAR ← IAR ∪ {  ¬ ϕ1…¬ ϕk} 
15. Insert CPtree(IAR,ρmin) 

16. if (the correlation between item and the associated item satisfies min threshold in case of negative 

correlation) then (σcorr≤ -ρmin) 

17. if {conf(ϕ1, ¬ϕk) ≥ conf min) then 

18. IAR ← IAR ∪ { ϕ1, ¬ϕk } 

19. Insert CPtree(IAR, ρmin) 

20. if (conf(¬ϕ1,ϕk) ≥ confmin) then 

21. IAR ← IAR ∪ {(¬ϕ1,ϕk } 

22. Insert CPtree(IAR, ρmin) 

23. Infrequent Rules ← getPatterns(CPtree) 
 

Lift calculates the ratio between the rules support and confidence of the item set in the rule consequent 

based on the each selected class.  Lift= Probability of occurrence of an item in samples of ith class/ 

Probability of occurrence of an item in samples of ith class. 

Prob(Ci/Di): Probability of occurrence of an item in samples of ith class .  

Prob(Ci,D): Probability of occurrence of an item in a dataset of ith class.  

 

Correlation finds the rank correlations among different item sets and their Boolean occurrences. 
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3.3.Medical Database 

 

In this model, the heart failure biomedical database is taken from 

https://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/PEandhttps://bioportal.bioontology.org/ontologies/RAO. This 

database contains disease association treatments for association Mining. The major issue in this model is 

sparsity and null patterns as shown below. 

 
Table. 3.1. Sample Medical Pulmonary Embolism Database (PE) 

 

 
 
Table. 3.2. Sample Medical Rheumatoid Arthritis Database (RA) 

 

 
 

Table. 3.3. Medical Database Performance Evaluation 

 

Patterns CPTree IWITree Multi Class Based Model (ms) 

500 7385.59 6335.11 5409.103 

1000 10086.3 9433.54 7345.744 

1500 14757.4 11977.7 8508.678 
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2000 19040.3 15275.6 11692.71 

 

Table 3.3. Illustrates the performance analysis of existing models with the proposed model in terms 

of candidate sets generation time and pattern mining time. From the table, it is observed that the proposed 

model has less computational time compared to the traditional pattern mining models on medical database. 

 

 

 

 

 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Discovering relevant patterns from complex data is much more difficult than discovering patterns in 

traditional data. Complex data has multiple attributes with different classes and values. Complex data is 

partitioned based on the instance properties. Proposed multi-class based infrequent mining algorithm is 

used to find interesting patterns and its relationship within instances. Lift calculates the ratio between the 

rules support and confidence of the item set in the rule consequent based on the each selected class. 

Correlation finds the rank correlations among different item sets and their Boolean occurrences. In this 

model, the heart failure biomedical database is taken; it is observed that the proposed model has less 

computational time compared to the traditional pattern mining models on medical database. 
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